Neighborhood Trails
Scavenger Hunt

Holston Hills

- Holston Hills Community Park
- Giant waving Santa and Reindeer
- Large Snow Globe with Santa and Rudolf

West Hills

- Gazebo

Historic Gibbs Drive

- House with a huge "SC" in the yard (encouraging Santa to land there)
- House with life-size Nutcracker

Park City

- Reindeer
- Find the Christmas Tree
- Snowmen
- Count the snow balls
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**Chilhowee Park**

- Small lighted trees with lighted flamingos

**Riverhill Gateway**

- Rudolf and his red nose

**Parkridge**

- White crafted lanterns with the Parkridge logo

**Downtown**

- Follow the Peppermint Trail

**Bonus!**

- Jewelry Television Building
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If you only have time for one neighborhood, check these out!

Old North Knoxville

_____ Holiday decorated gazebo
_____ Red pumpkin
_____ Holiday decorated house that is half-painted
_____ Holiday Lights from 3rd floor to the ground
_____ Huge red and green porch lights
_____ Christmas tree on the front porch
_____ All white lights on the eaves of a two storied house
_____ Inflatable Buddy the elf
_____ Giant inflatable Santa
_____ Giant inflatable Rudolph
_____ Snowflake ornaments
_____ 2 large gold stars

Bonus on E Anderson Ave:
_____ Skeleton with Santa hat on the front porch
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Island Home Park

- The word Peace or Joy
- Candy Cane
- Snowflakes in Windows
- Decorated Mailbox
- Icicles
- 5 Wreaths on Doors
- Inflatable Decoration
- Lights on Garage or Gazebo
- Decoration on Rooftop
- Elf
- Character Wearing a Face Mask
- 3 Decorated Houses in a Row
- Lights on Fence/Gate/Arbor
- Red or Green Porch Light
- Outdoor Christmas Tree
- Decorated Planter/Urn/Window Box
- Christmas Tree in the Window

- Blinking Lights
- Candles in Windows
- Ornaments in a Tree
- Holiday Flag
- Poinsettia
- Blue Lights
- Lighted Reindeer
- Star
- Cartoon Character